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Boundless Grace – SA Theology 

‘Religion without theology is like a body without a skeleton’      

 Alan Richardson, Dean of York 

 

Introduction 

The speech given by The Prince of Wales (The Queen’s eldest son and heir) at the 1978 International 

Congress caused rather a stir. 

‘When people are uncertain about what is right and what is wrong, and anxious about being 

considered old-fashioned, it seems to be worse than folly that Christians are still arguing about 

doctrinal matters which can only bring needless distress to a number of people.’ 

The press took his comments to be a rebuke aimed at certain Church leaders who had expressed 

opposition to the marriage of another member of the Royal family to a divorced lady. 

Whether or not the Prince was referring to his family situation, the Army’s leaders of the day were 

anxious to avoid any implication that the movement might be weak on theology. The Army’s formal 

response appeared in a few days later in the international edition of The War Cry. 

‘Nothing said by the Prince should be taken to mean that for Salvationists doctrine is unimportant. 

There is no indication that this was intended. Doctrine and devotion are linked. Effective Christian 

preaching must always have its base in sound theology.  

The resolve renewed by many who have attended the congress has been that they would go out to 

proclaim their simple message with greater fervour than ever and also ‘adorn the doctrine of God our 

Saviour’ by holy living.’ 

My aim today is not to give a lecture on the soundness of SA theology, or the origins of our credal 

statement, but rather to consider ways in which our doctrines of salvation and holiness are 

expressions of the boundless grace of God.  

Salvation for All 

A broad and generous soteriology 

The Army’s sixth Article of Faith commits us to a broad and generous understanding of Christian 

teaching on salvation.  

 ‘We believe that the Lord Jesus Christ has by his suffering and death made an atonement for the 

whole world so that whosoever will may be saved.’ 

Whosoever is a religious sounding word, indeed I know of almost no other use for it in the English 

language. I would be interested to know if there is a parallel religious term in other languages, but 

that is not for today. However, in the Greek manuscripts of the Gospels the word our English 

speaking forebears translated as whosoever simply means ‘everyone.’  

When we affirm that ‘whosoever will may be saved’ we proclaim the possibility of salvation for all 

people, in every age and in every culture.   
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I believe the challenge for us therefore is not just to announce the Good News as we understand it in 

our particular culture, whatever that culture is, but rather to ask the question ‘what is the good 

news for this person, whoever the person is.’  

In a society that seems to value youth at the expense of wisdom I have to ask ‘What is the Good 

News for older people: people like me who are never going to see sixty again? What is the Good 

News for my neighbour? What is the Good News for my Muslim, or Hindu, or Taoist, or even atheist 

friend? If the Good News is for all people, how do I tell it to my gay or lesbian brother or sister? 

What does the Good News look like in the case of the person who is chronically ill, or physically 

disabled, or living with a learning disability? What does it say to the man or woman living with 

depression?’  

The concept of a Gospel for everyone invites us to look beyond our own circumstances, experience 

or culture, and in the case of those of us brought up in the culture of the West, have the grace to 

admit that the vast majority of Christians do not share our economic circumstances, our experience 

of life or the underpinning assumptions of our culture. 

In recognition that the Church is numerically at its strongest in Africa, Asia and South America the 

2004 Lausanne Forum for World Evangelisation adopted the phrase ‘Majority World Church’ to 

describe a shift of focus away from Europe and North America. Of course the Gospel is always going 

to be a ‘received’ message and in the Majority World the Gospel was largely received from   

missionaries from the West. But how can we approach the issue of salvation without asking what 

the Good News about Jesus and the concept of salvation means to Christians in the vast range of 

cultures of the Majority World? 

In his book Concepts of God in Africa, published in 1970, John Mbiti describes what he sees as an 

essentially African perspective on religion: 

‘Belief in the continuation of life after death is found in all African societies as far as I have been able 

to discover. But this belief does not constitute a hope for a future and better life. To live here and 

now is the most important concern of African religious beliefs and societies. 

There is little if any concern with the distinctly spiritual welfare of man apart from his physical life.’  

Of course, this is generalisation, but it is informed generalisation. Mbiti is an African speaking from 

the perspective of Christianity lived out against the background of his Tanzanian upbringing. 

Mbiti has written more recently:  

‘The greatest need among African people is to see, to know and to experience Jesus Christ as the 

victor over the powers and forces from which Africa knows no means of deliverance.’  

Hence the powerful imagery of Christ as healer and life-giver that emerges from African theology 

and its understanding of the meaning of salvation.   

The Western tendency to demythologise the Gospel, and its cerebral view of  salvation as an almost 

exclusively ‘spiritual transaction,’ stand in stark contrast to the African imagery of Christ as healer 

and life giver, or the South American image of Christ as liberator. 

Writing in The Times (London) in 2009 the South African-born journalist Matthew Parris made this 

surprising assertion:  

‘As an atheist I truly believe Africa needs God.  
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I have become convinced of the enormous contribution that Christian evangelism makes in Africa: 

sharply distinct from the work of secular NGO’s, government projects and international aid efforts. 

These alone will not do. Education and training alone will not do. In Africa Christianity changes 

people’s hearts. It brings a spiritual transformation. The rebirth is real. The change is good. 

Far from having cowed or confined its converts, Christianity appears to have liberated and relaxed 

them. There is a liveliness, a curiosity, an engagement with the world – a directness in their dealings 

with others - that seems to be missing from traditional African life. They stand tall!’ 

Salvationists preach a Gospel that not only reaches into every society and is lived out in the context 

of every culture, but we announce also that the saving power of Jesus is at work transforming every 

culture. Our message is salvation for all people, in every age and in every culture! 

Perhaps an even greater challenge that now faces traditional evangelical Christianity is the 

increasing sense in which redemption is understood in terms of ‘all things’ rather than a purely 

personal conversion experience. This may well require a shift in understanding to a point of 

acceptance that Gospel is not ‘about me’ but that it is for the whole of humankind as the Universe 

itself waits for its own deliverance. 

Holiness for all 

A more embodied approach to entire sanctification 

One of the most remarkable changes in evangelical Christianity in the last two decades of the 20th 

century and into the present century has been the virtual disappearance of the language of 

acquisition in relation to spiritual experience. The ‘commodification’ or more properly 

‘appropriation’ of religious experience represented by the question ‘what is holiness and have you 

got it?’ that my generation was routinely asked in candidates interviews, and the corresponding 

‘have you received the baptism of the Holy Spirit’ that was equally routinely asked by Pentecostal 

and Charismatic Christians for much of the twentieth century has largely disappeared from 

mainstream Western Christianity. 

When I first lectured on holiness at the International College for Officers I would sometimes begin 

with the question ‘What is sanctification?’ or ‘What is holiness?’  I could almost guarantee that the 

two main responses would be along the lines of a ‘a blessing subsequent to salvation’ or even ‘a 

second blessing’ from many of the western delegates, and ‘purity’ from delegates from mainly South 

Asian  territories. It was not that the delegates had been taught a different doctrine, it was that their 

approach to the question of holiness was conditioned by the culture in which they had been brought 

up. One emphasised the personal appropriation of a deep inward experience, the other an outcome 

in terms of outward conformity to standards of personal behaviour set by the community.  

The New Zealander Neville Bartle has written: 

 ‘Because of the intense individualism of western holiness has often been thought of as internal, 

personal, and to a large extent, private. The concept of separation from the world has also 

encouraged isolated personal holiness. If I were an Asian or Pacific Islander, I could not think of my 

salvation – or sanctification –and myself apart from my family, my clan, my tribe, and my people.’   

This sense of embodiedness lies at the heart of holiness teaching in the Old and New Testaments. 

The word ‘saint’ is never used in the Bible to identify an individual. Holiness is always expressed in 

terms of community, whether it is the faithful and long suffering community of God’s people in the 
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Old Testament, or those who are incorporate in Christ and ‘called to be saints’ in the New 

Testament.   

Floyd Cunningham, a Church of the Nazarene pastor who has spent all of his ministry in the Asia –

Pacific region makes an interesting point: 

‘If we can conceive of conversions taking place as they did in the early Church and in Majority World 

mission – whole families and communities coming to Christ - what about entire sanctification? If we 

look at the many passages in the New Testament that call us to holiness, it is “us” and “we” who are 

called corporately or plurally to become holy. At Pentecost, in the upper room, the believers were all 

together in one place’ when the Spirit descended upon them, and “all of them were filled with the 

Holy Spirit”.’ 

To return to the ‘What is holiness and have you got it?’ question: my Divisional Youth Secretary 

prepared me well for my first and only candidate’s interview; ‘When they ask you what holiness is, 

just tell them it is perfect love.’ And when they ask you if you have got it say ‘No I have not yet got it, 

but I am seeking it earnestly for myself.’ In more recent times I have come to value and understand 

the comment by the Samoan pastor Peniperite Fakaua:  

‘Perfect love is a universal language, it is a family language, and it is a term of relationship.’  

Perhaps we would profit from reading the ‘privilege of all believers to be wholly sanctified’ through 

the lens of Christians for whom the good of the community rather the right or privilege of the 

individual is the cultural norm. This might help us rediscover what it means to be what the Nicene 

Creed calls the ‘one holy, catholic and apostolic Church.’ In a word, to rediscover the corporate as 

well as the individual dimensions of the word ‘all’ in relation to the privilege of all believers. 

Christ in all 

The witness in oneself 

The tenth verse of 1 John chapter 5 is quoted directly in our eighth article of faith.  ‘He that believeth 

hath the witness in himself.’ This is in accord with John Wesley’s own conversion experience:  

‘I felt my heart strangely warmed. I felt I did trust in Christ, Christ alone for my salvation, and an 

assurance was given me that he had taken away my sins, even mine, and saved me from the law of 

sin and death.’ 

We do the doctrine and scripture a disservice if we read it solely in terms of inward personal 

assurance or even certainty of one’s own salvation. There is a sense in which this reference to the 

Johannine themes of witness and the Holy Spirit points us to another great theme from the Gospel 

of John, the indwelling presence of Christ by the power of the Holy Spirit in the life and experience of 

the individual. 

‘I will ask the Father to give you another Counsellor to be with you forever – the Spirit of truth. The 

world cannot accept him, because it neither sees nor knows him. But you know him, because he lives 

with you and will be in you. .. Because I live, you also will live. On that day you will realise that I am in 

my Father, and you are in me, and I am in you.’ John 14: 15 – 20 

Saint Paul bears witness to this experience when he tells the Galatian Christians that he lives by faith 

in Christ so that ‘… it is no longer I who live but Christ lives in me.’ (Galatians 2:20) and to the 

Colossians when he speaks of ‘Christ in you the hope of glory.’ 
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Almost seventy years ago the Scottish theologian Donald Baillie drew his readers’ attention to the 

central role of the incarnation in his reading of John 14.  

‘If God, in some measure lives and acts in us, it is because first, and without measure, he lived and 

acted in Christ. Thus the New Testament tends sometimes to say that as God dwells in Christ, so 

Christ dwells in us.’  

Paradoxically, the grace of God that was present in the incarnate Jesus, is present in those who trust 

Christ for their salvation and seek to live in unity with him through the power and presence of the 

Holy Spirit. 

This talk of the indwelling presence of God in the heart of the believer commits us also to an 

essentially supernatural faith. The tendency in Western philosophy over the past couple of centuries 

has been to dismiss all talk of God and the supernatural or to advocate the idea of religion without 

the supernatural. But, if we really believe in salvation for everybody, that every Christian believer 

can be filled with the Holy Spirit and thus entirely sanctified, we must also come to a deeper 

appreciation of the supernatural element in our experiential theology: God is not only with us, we 

are in him and he is in us. 

As a fairly typical westerner who gets embarrassed by talk of the supernatural, I feel I need to learn 

from our brothers and sisters in the Majority World Church who are much more open to the idea of 

a God who acts and who is prepared to intervene supernaturally in the natural world that we 

inhabit.  . 

Of course there are many cultures in which any distinction between natural and supernatural would 

itself seem unnatural. 

The evidence of our union with Christ is not necessarily a deep mysticism, or even ecstatic religious 

experience, but rather in the daily truth that God is graciously willing to work through us; that the 

Spirit of our father equips and uses us to proclaim the Good News to an unbelieving world; and that 

Christ makes his home in our hearts through faith. 

Conclusion 

In this paper I have sought to demonstrate that the doctrine around which we unite, the common 

faith of Salvationists, is a broad and generous theological statement. More than that, it is an 

expression of the broad and generous mission of the worldwide Salvation Army to an unbelieving or 

sceptical world, to the wider Church and to our own people.  

Salvation for all! 

Holiness for all! 

Christ in all! 

Boundless grace!   
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